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Local game stores (LGSs) are the backbone of our industry.  These stores offer welcoming spaces for 

gamers of all types to connect and experience moments of triumph and joy.  It is our LGSs that 

provide customers with expansive varieties of games, from party games and TCGs to enthralling 

adventures and family favourites.  As a distributor, it is Indie Games United’s (IGU's) mission to 

supply LGSs with high quality independently designed and published games.  IGU represents a 

growing collective of independent designers and publishers (affectionately referred to as “indies”) 

by providing an easy-to-access avenue for LGSs to gain access to their great games.  LGSs and 

indies benefit from IGU’s initiatives to raise the profile of indie games across the globe.  In the end, 

we want LGSs to be able to proudly tout that they have “indie games sold here”.
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BEST SELLERS

STAR EATER (NEW) by Swordfish Games
Star Eater is a competitive board game about ship-to-ship combat in deep 

space. Each player controls a large Capital Ship with multiple weapons as well 

as on-board Corvettes and point defence systems. But head games, feints 

and ruses are your best weapons.
SKU: SFG001  Age 8+  2-4 Players  45-90 mins  Size: Large
RRP: $85.00  WP: $42.50

CRAYNE: FRACTURED EMPIRE by Krunchy Games
Crayne: Fractured Empire is a meticulously designed, high-fantasy deck-building 

card game for 1-6 players set in the world of Crayne, the world used by the author 

of Ascendant Destiny tabletop RPG. 
SKU: KRG001  Age 12+  1-6 Players  45-60 mins  Size: Large
RRP: $60.00  WP: $30.00

FAIRY UNICORN MERMAID PRINCESS KITTEN (FUMPK) by Summit Drive Games

Fairy, Unicorn, Mermaid, Princess, Kitten (F.U.M.P.K) is a game in the style of the 

family classic “Go Fish”. It combines a crowd-pleasing theme with a colourful 

design featuring art from renowned kawaii artist "BIRDUYEN".
SKU: SDG001  Age 8+  2-6 Players  15 mins  Size: Medium
RRP: $25.00  WP: $12.50

HEAD CHEF by CStar Games
Head Chef is a tabletop card game where you collect ingredients to cook tasty 

food… So tasty that cooking this food will make you famous!
SKU: CSG001  Age 8+  1-4 Players  10-30 mins  Size: Medium
RRP: $35.00  WP: $17.50

PET ROYALE by Paw and Chow Co
In a bid to get the most food possible, competitors from all over the world 

have teamed up to compete in the tiny town of Petville. 
SKU: PAC001  Age 6+  2-4 Players  20-30 mins  Size: Medium
RRP: $30.00  WP: $15.00
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KIDS

BABY DRAGON BEDTIME! by Tin*Star Games
Baby Dragon Bedtime is the world's first real-time deckbuilder. Players all act 

at once to move through their decks to find cards that let them peek at the 

cards face down on the table and then pull them into their hand - assuming 

they are valuable gold of course and not dustbunnies!  
SKU: TSG001  Age 6+  3-8 Players  5 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $25.00  WP: $12.50

NO FISH! by 93 Made Games
You and your fellow fishermen are having a whale of a time on the high seas.  The 

fish are literally jumping into your boats. The winner is the first fisherman to 

release all their fish.  Good luck and let cod be with you!
SKU: 93M004  Age 5+  2-6 Players  15 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $15.00  WP: $7.50

NINJITZOO by Blue Room
NinjitZoo has long been a prison for its inhabitants. But after years of captivity 

the ninjanimals are ready to achieve their freedom! However, the zoo's owner 

won't make it easy. He's booby-trapped the entire place.  
SKU: BRG001  Age 8+  2-5 Players  30 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $10.00  WP: $5.00

CATTUBE FAMOUS
CatTube Famous is a card game where you release cat videos and become the 

next CatTube celebrity! See the trends, release videos, get viewers, be famous! 
SKU: CTF001  Age 10+  2-6 Players  15-30 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $20.00  WP: $10.00
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SET COLLECTION

PROGNOSIS DEATH by Flying Man Games
Prognosis Death is a set-collection card game where each player is a doctor who is trying to take the 

credit for curing a patient. You’ll challenge and outwit your rivals, and you’ll use all the tools at your 

disposal to get the recognition you deserve – at any cost!
SKU: FMG001  Age 14+  2-4 Players  10-30 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $30.00  WP: $15.00

COSMOS: EMPIRES (NEW) by Bigger Worlds Games
Jump into the galaxy, choose your strategy and build your galactic empire. Race against your friends, 

exploiting their economy to your advantage. Build and grow your galactic economy in this engine-building 

card game.
SKU: BWG001  Age 12+  2-8 Players  15-45 mins  Size: Medium
RRP: $30.00  WP: $13.00
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SPORTS

8 BALL POOL: THE BOARD GAME (NEW) by Picture Lock Studio
In this highly strategic board game, opposing teams must race to pocket their group of balls 

first for a chance to end the game by pocketing the 8 ball for the win.
SKU: PLS001  Age 6+  2-4 Players  30 mins  Size: Large
RRP: $75.00  WP: $37.50

EL LUCHADOR FANTASTICO GRANDE by Senyac Games
El Luchador Fantastico Grande is a standalone card and dice tabletop game that challenges players to 

become Mexican wrestling super-stars. Are you ready to become the ultimate Luchador Wrestler? 
SKU: SYG001  Age 13+  2-4 Players  15-45 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $10.00  WP: $5.00
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ROLE PLAYING GAMES

FOOLS HAVEN (RPG) by Red Genie Games
Welcome to the Fools Haven Adventure Pack – a cornucopia of classic Vague 

World scenarios and setups. Where better to start than its most famous city of 

adventure, the Jewel of the Middenbight, itself!
SKU: RGG002  Size: Small
RRP: $20.00  WP: $10.00

RELICS: A GAME OF ANGELS (RPG) by Tin*Star Games
A Game of Angels is a new roleplaying game from multi-award-winning designer 

Steve Dee. Players take the roles of fallen angels, descended to earth to fight a cold 

war against dangerous and powerful demons. 
SKU: TSG002  Size: Medium  RRP: $80.00  WP: $40.00

RELICS OFFICIAL TAROT DECK by Tin*Star Games
Official Tarot Deck for the Relics: A Game of Angels roleplaying game.
SKU: TSG003  Size: Small  RRP: $40.00  WP: $20.00

PARTNERS (RPG) by Tin*Star Games
One's a real straight shooter. The other's a total wild card. But on the case, chasing 

down the murderer...they are always Partners. Partners is a totally unique new 

storytelling game for exactly two players. A love letter to the police procedural and 

mystery of the week television genre, players take the roles of detectives hot on a 

murder case each session of play. 
SKU: TSG004  Size: Medium  RRP: $50.00  WP: $25.00
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ADVENTURE

GLORY (NEW) by Hogg Publishing
Glory is a dry erase fantasy adventure. Earn the most glory in the least amount of 

time by helping towns with their quests, fighting aberrations, and encountering 

fates. Choose between 9 heroes with different dry-erase character boards. No guts, 

no glory!
SKU: HOGG001  Age 12+  1-4 Players  45-90 mins  Size: Large
RRP: $80.00  WP: $40.00

GUNS & STEEL: RENAISSANCE (ON SALE) by Grail Games
Guns & Steel: Renaissance is a standalone expansion for Guns & Steel, providing new 

cards and new mechanisms that can be played by itself, or combined with the base game 

to provide a rich and dynamic adventure throughout history.     
SKU: GRL2002  Age 12+  2-4 Players  40-70 mins  Size: Medium
RRP: $30.00  WP: $12.50

MONSTER TOWN by 93 Made Games
Monster Town is an action/adventure card game which places each player in 

control of their very own gang of classic horror movie monsters. Each gang 

needs to survive monster bites, fallen angels, parasitic demons, deadly 

weapons and ferocious gang warfare. 
SKU: 93M003  Age 9+  2-4 Players  45 mins  Size: Medium
RRP: $15.00  WP: $7.50

THE DAMSEL’S TALE by Red Genie Games
The Damsel's Tale weaves a story of Dragons and Knights and the treasure 

that's worth a Kingdom.
SKU: RGG001  Age 13+  2-3 Players  20 mins  Size: Medium
RRP: $40.00  WP: $20.00
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PARTY

DISASTER DATE by Disaster Date Australia
Disaster date is a fun party game, that's easy to play and guaranteed to have you laughing and sharing dating 

stories with your friends!
SKU: DDA001  Age 18+  2-6 Players  30-60 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $25.00  WP: $12.50

ANIMALACIOUS by Acious Games
In Animalacious everyone is an animal. The object of the game is to guess which animal you 

are. It is wonderfully simple…until you realise there is more to this than meets the eye, and 

then it gets wonderfully intriguing.
SKU: ACG001  Age 8+  4-9 Players  Size: Large
RRP: $30.00  WP: $15.00
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VIEWPOINT REVISIONED (EPISODE 1) 2021 by 93 Made Games
Viewpoint Revisioned, the first set in the episodic Viewniverse card game 

series, introduces players to the Blinkers as they are transported from 

Myclopia to the savage world of Triclopia.
SKU: VP003  Age 7+  2-6 Players  5-30 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $25.00  WP: $12.50

EYE VS EYE (EPISODE 2) 2021 by 93 Made Games
Eye vs Eye, the second set in the episodic Viewniverse card game series, finds the 

Blinkers separated on the espionage world of Spytopia. 
SKU: VP004  Age 7+  2-6 Players  5-30 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $25.00  WP: $12.50

PREHISTORIC PARK (EPISODE 3) 2022 by 93 Made Games
Prehistoric Park, the third set in the episodic Viewniverse card game series, 

transports the Blinkers to Menagerie, a world that is in the midst of a power 

struggle. 
SKU: VP005  Age 7+  2-6 Players  5-30 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $25.00  WP: $12.50

THE WINKING DEAD (EPISODE 4) 2022 by 93 Made Games
The Winking Dead, the fourth set in the episodic Viewniverse card game series, 

sees the Blinkers finally getting a chance to relax on the idyllic world of Paradise.  

Their respite is cut short when they discover that a Zombeye plague is infecting 

the citizens of Paradise.
SKU: VP006  Age 7+  2-6 Players  5-30 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $25.00  WP: $12.50

VIEWNIVERSE

VIEWPOINT (ORIGINAL GAME) 2009 by 93 Made Games
Easy to learn and fun to master, Viewpoint is the perfect card game for everyone, 

including kids and parents, friends and family, serious gamers and one-eyed critters. 
SKU: 93M001  Age 7+  2-6 Players  5-30 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $10.00  WP: $5.00

VIEWPOINT REFLECTIONS (ORIGINAL EXPANSION) 2011 by 93 Made Games
Viewpoint Reflections is the first expansion to the Viewpoint card game. Play it as a 

stand-alone game or add it to your original Viewpoint deck for extra shenanigans. 
SKU: 93M002  Age 7+  2-6 Players  5-30 mins  Size: Small
RRP: $10.00  WP: $5.00
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CLEARANCE

COGZ (ON SALE) by Raez     ONLY ONE LEFT!
COGZ is a mad scientist strategy board game set in the steampunk era, where someone has 

broken the mad professor’s chromatic cogtraption! You are a cognizant cogineer trying to 

repair the broken cogtraption before the professor returns.
SKU: RAEZ001  Age 8+  2-6 Players  30 mins  Size: Medium
RRP: $60.00  WP: $20.00

MEDICI (ON SALE) by Grail Games    ONLY TWO LEFT!
In Medici, players take on the role of merchants during the profitable age of the Medici family. Medici is 

full of player interaction and boasts an innovative scoring system.    
SKU: GRL3226  Age 10+  2-6 Players  60 mins  Size: Large
RRP: $40.00  WP: $15.00
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